Elena PRODEN, United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR)
Policy cycle toolkit on SDGs for public administration schools, Universities and national trainers

Mary CHAYKO, Rutgers University
Hybrid online and in-person courses for SDGs

Ernst HAFEN, ETH Zurich Citizen Science Center
Open Seventeen and O17x for Universities

Solange INGABIRE, Gapeli
Geneva Action Platform

Kristina NYZELL, DisruptivePlay
FutureProof 21st century businesses Innovative methods for organizational change to align with the SDGs using Lego© Serious Play©

Shelley INGLIS, University of Dayton, Ohio
Campus-wide events on the SDGs

Doris SCHÖPPER, Center for Education and Research in Humanitarian Action (CERAH), University of Geneva (UNIGE)
Humanitarian Encyclopedia

Barthélémy BALAY, University of Geneva (UNIGE)/Ernst Young Switzerland
Refugees@work

Tuuli UTRIAINEN, The European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
Design factory and IdeaSquare

Lydie BOUFFLERS, School of Psychology and Education (TECFA), University of Geneva (UNIGE)
Fostering SDG education and action with digital fabrication
Afternoon Pitches

Nada BEAINY, Design for Change
Design for Change/Bâtisseurs de possibles

Max KUSHNIR, Hasso Plattner Institute
Molecular Genetics Workshop

Isis GOUEDARD, Issynov Initiative
SDG games

Esmail SHABBIR, #SeeingBlue
200 young Ocean Champions

Yipei SHEN and Students, Royal School Beijing
SDGo project

Ian SMITH and Students, Ecol Int
SDG student projects

Jean-Christophe CARTERON, KEDGE Business School
Sulitest, online tools for raising awareness and improving understanding of the SDGs

Taha BAWA, Goodwall
Professional development network for young talent

Jean-Loup KASTLER and Students, Lycée International (Ferney-Voltaire)
Ferney Model United Nations and the SDGs

Harry ANDERSON, EPFL Extension school
Enabling everyone to learn the skills necessary to benefit from the opportunities of the digital age

Salomé Morand, AIESEC Switzerland
SDGs Education at AIESEC